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Monitor entire fleet
of atms efficiently,
reliably, quickly
through automation

Reduce downtime and
increase customer
satisfaction with
accurate monitoring

Gain insight through
historic data and
detailed reports to help
reduce SLA breaches

ATM Monitoring

ADDRE SS ING THE NEED S OF ATM FLEE T MON ITO R IN G,
DIAGNO S TIC S, MAN AGE M EN T & RE POR TING

focus

ATMInsight is a highly effective tool to monitor entire fleet of
ATMs which can increase the availability of ATMs without capital
expenses or specialised hardware.

Reduce ATM Fleet
Downtime
There has been a significant
increase in ATM usage as
installation of ATMs has been
particularly rapid in recent years
and as such banks must address
management of ATM networks in
order to capture efficiencies in
revenue and stay ahead in an
increasingly competitive market.
This effectively means that the
bank’s ATM network must operate
at its optimal efficiency.

To increase the availability of the
bank’s
ATM
network,
a
comprehensive ATM monitoring
tool is required that allows the bank
to continuously monitor the ATM
fleet to ensure that the maximum
number of ATMs are operating at
peak efficiency. ATMInsight offers
this level of monitoring.

Turnkey Automated Monitoring

ATMInsight simplifies the issues of ATM pr oblem management by
automating the processes involved and allowing bank personnel to better
manage problem resolution and track the response of ATM service teams. The
entire (turnkey) solution can be implemented using existing resources to
minimize system costs and complexity without existing vendor involvement or
capital expenses.
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Getting the most
from your ATMs
Keep your ATM fleet in service for longer with
downtimes kept to an absolute minimum with proactive monitoring.
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The ATMInsight solution
allows the bank to reduce
operating costs and better
manage the performance of
the ATM network without
having to invest in large
operational
specific
monitoring hardware or other
capital expense. The entire
solution can be implemented
(as a turnkey) using existing
servers to minimize system
costs and complexity without
existing vendor involvement
or capital expenses.
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Benefits:



turnkey
atm

The ATMInsight monitoring
solution will enable the bank to
achieve
maximum
ATM
availability with the least cost
and effort to implement the
solution.

Quicker time to resolution
Any issues on an ATM terminal
are highlighted immediately
without a time lag

Customer satisfaction
Customers
expect
high
availability from an ATM,
raising ATM uptimes reaches
this goal

Interchange revenue
Higher ATM uptime means less
missed opportunities and more
revenue

Automated message despatch via GSM SMS and Email
to appropriate personnel using a 3 tier support staff level



Automated notifications of incidents and subsequent

escalations for quicker responses to problems



Reduction in overall ATM network operational costs by

removing manual monitoring



An existing server solution to minimize system costs and
complexity without having invested in large operational 
specific monitoring hardware or other capital expense

Round the clock 24 hour analysis and feedback of ATM
events



Increase in ATM network availability by faster incident 
or failure analysis

Instant/real-time communications and other status
analysis



Historical data use in trends to analyse regular problems



Improvement in personnel efficiency and reduction in
staffing needs allowing the bank to focus on core
business issues

Requires no existing vendor driven changes to current
systems
Reduction of ATM network management and operational
costs
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